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CONGRATULATIONS!!!

The ISC Board affiliation has been regularised in St. Patrick’s Academy. The school is now officially an
affiliate of the Council for the Indian School Certificate Examinations, New Delhi, which conducts the
Indian Certificate of Secondary Education Examination (ICSE - X) and the Indian School Certificate
Examination (ISC - XII) .
Prior to this, an inspection was carried out by the council, in which our school fulfilled all the
conditions as per the affiliation rules. The inspection team was exceptionally impressed by the high
standards maintained by St. Patrick’s Academy; hence, the affiliation process was expedited.
What an achievement for the school within the seven years of its inception! We are looking forward to
create such opportunities for our students that they not only fulfil their goals, but also contribute
towards the society they live in.

IN THIS EDITION:

Literary Work

Children's Day Special

Children’s Day
@
SPA
Children are the proof of God’s existence. Their mere presence adds beauty to
the surroundings like flowers which put fragrance and colours in the gardens
they bloom.
St. Patrick’s Academy is such a garden- full of vibrant and unique flowers.

Co-Scholastic Activities

The Children’s Day celebrations gave us an opportunity to cherish our
budding stars. The teachers let their hair down and went an extra mile to
prepare an amalgamation of entertaining performances. Giving an inspiring

Hindi Hain Hum

message to the children, Brother Saji V.J., the school principal, apprised the
children of the significance of the occasion. Congratulating the children on
the children’s day, he also reminded them of those who do not have the same
privileges as they have. Thus, he asked them to use the occasion to go and

The Artists

reach out to such impoverished children and bring smiles on their faces.
The children were shown the videos prepared by the teachers on the 13th
Nov. in the Zoom Meetings. They applauded for their teachers and showered
their love upon them through a multitude of compliments.
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Laurels

Children, you are the reason for teachers to wake up every day and look
forward to bring a positive change in the world- however small it might be.
More power to you!
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The Premise and The Purpose

I have been sitting with a blank mind, wondering what I should write about for this month’s
edition. Should I inscribe something on the children’s day which is already gone or should I draft
a note on the Christmas for which we are anxiously waiting?
I sift through the contents sent by the students and a delightful realization dawns upon me…
I notice how we are putting the trauma and terror of Covid 19 behind us in the course of time. I
remember that for the first edition of the newsletter, all we had received were the articles,
drawings, stories and poems on the corona virus mostly and this time-there is none! It’s
unfortunate that our children had to go through the pandemic, but writing about their
experiences helped them to get that out of their system- a catharsis to use the literary term for
it.
We had our fall; we got up, dusted off ourselves and putting the past behind us, we are ready to
move on. The school days are almost back to normal- new or old, it doesn’t matter, as long as
we hear the happy chatters of our students!
Manjari Sharma
Editor

A PAUSE

“Sometimes all you have to do is take a pause for a moment and appreciate the beauty of silence"
Have you ever paused before making an important decision? Have you ever stopped to reconsider your actions
and given thought to what your future actions are going to be?
Taking a pause before doing something to calculate our next moves and what their outcomes are going to be, is
an important step in decision-making. Taking a pause can mean a lot of things. We can take a pause to relieve
stress, to evaluate our current mental state and choose a path that will prove to be beneficial for us.Taking a
moment for ourselves is something we must do to bring our minds in the right state. The faux satisfaction that
we get when we make quick decisions fleets into the air when the reality comes out and we are stuck with our
problems. Quick decisions are needed at times but when we have the liberty to take a moment then why suffer
by making wrong decisions?
Taking a pause can also mean to stop and take in the beauty of it all. Taking a little break from the buzzing
world which is filled with the loud distractions of the busy society, to bask in the quiet and regain our
composure. A pause, a break, is what we need to grow. The idea of happiness is pretty vague and vast. People
go into a headspace made up of solace and peace. This is what taking a break means- to stop and rest.
Take a minute -process everything, observe the world and then when you feel ready, be back on track!
SRIJNA GHALE
STUDENT REPORTER
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TIME TRAVEL:
JUST A FANTASY
OR

A POSSIBLE REALITY?
Ever made a mistake and wished you could’ve gone back in time to correct it? Ever felt like
taking a glimpse into the future so you can plan your course of action? Yes, everyone must have
given this a thought. “Time Travel” is a beautiful concept indeed. It is the act of leaping through
time, either to the past or to the future. In order to understand time travel we must first
understand that time and space are linked together and time is NOT a constant. Yes, Albert
Einstein’s Theory of Relativity states that time is just a relative concept. Our universe has a speed
limit which is speed of light (3x108 ms-1); nothing is capable of moving at a faster speed. The
faster an object travels through space the slower it experiences time.Time is also said to slow
down near heavy objects with immense mass. This has been experimentally proved by scientists
with the help of highly accurate atomic clocks:a clock kept in a flying jet plane moved slightly
slower in time than a clock kept at the ground. With the technology we currently have, this sort
of time travel can only be done to go a few microseconds, at most, into the future. However, the
fact remains that by travelling very fast, one can effectively travel to the future compared to
someone not travelling that fast. Theoretically speaking, if one can attain the speed of light, they
can even travel thousands of years into the future. For us a long period of time would have
passed but for them it would be an instant.
There is another famous theory known as “The Wormhole Theory”. Wormholes are theoretical
bridges connecting two different points in space-time creating a sort of shortcut for long
journeys across the universe. A wormhole has two mouths connecting two points and a conduit
in between known as the throat. The mouths of these wormholes may even be a black hole,
according to the theory of general relativity. But how are they related to time travel? Wormholes
could even connect two different universes, and if one mouth of the wormhole is moved in a
specific manner, it could allow for time travel. Using these traversable wormholes, one can travel
into the past or the future. Of course, as one might expect, there are countless drawbacks to this
theory. First of all, wormholes are still in the realm of imagination. Einstein’s theory
mathematically predicts the existence of wormholes, but we humans have yet to find one. And
even if we did find one, wormholes which were there from the beginning of time would be
microscopic, about 10-33 cm. It isn’t physically possible to travel through these. There are other
risks as well such as high radiation, contact with exotic matter and instability of the wormholes.
Turning a wormhole into a “time machine” of sorts will take herculean efforts and super
advanced technology. The facts which we know are very less compared to what we don’t know.
To sum it up, yes time travel is possible, but only theoretically. Many scientists all across the globe
are working to find out about the unknowns in this theory. The day when we solve this mystery
will be great day indeed. Imagine going back to the time of the dinosaurs, or ancient Egypt when
they used to mummify dead kings and construct pyramids, or to the time of the Harappa
civilisation, or the medieval times when brave knights used to fight for their kingdoms, or to the
far future where everyone is zooming around in hover boards. The very idea is quite exciting, isn’t
it?
Jeffry Winson
Student Reporter
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CHILDREN’S DAY
Children’s Day is celebrated on the birth anniversary of Pandit Jawaharlal Nehru.He was the
first Prime Minister of India and a great leader and was lovingly called Chacha Nehru by the
children.
The Children's Day also reminds us about the rights of children. Children have the right to
be looked after by parents, to have healthy food, to feel safe and to get education.
We are the citizens and leaders of tomorrow.
Arjun Negi
(Written with the help of the parents)
Class 1C

INDIA OF MY DREAMS…

ENVIRONMENT
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The environment with it treasures
All so countless to measure
Fish and whales in deep blue waters
Life in the sea, so alive
Grasslands and forests with terrestrial life,
Cold, freezing mountain peaks
And hot, tiring deserts
Life among the trees and sands, so alive
Sky so blue with air so clean
Only sun, moon and stars to see
Eagles and vultures take their turn
Life in the sky, so alive.

In my dreams, India is a beautiful country. It is pollution free and
highly developed. I can see big buildings and facilitated offices and a
great number of people working to make India more prosperous. I
can even see large areas covered with forests and people taking care
of trees. The animals which were once captivated are now enjoying
freedom in their natural habitats. In my dreams, India is leading in
scientific discoveries and the headlines of the news continuously
flashing like- ‘Hey! Look India once again discovered a new hightech gadget which will help humanity’.
India is winning the Olympic medals, the World cups and is leading
the globally.
I know my dreams might sound unreal but why can’t we make it a
reality. Is it difficult to increase the value of Indian rupees into
dollars? I don’t think so.
Let’s strive hard to achieve the greatest mission ever!
Let’s wake up India!!!
Not break it up!

SAINA OBEROI

‘5D’

Flying In the Sky
When I look in the sky,
I want to fly as high.
Birds in the sky are so free,
I wish if it could be me.
Lost in these dreams,
I never scream.
Flying high is my cherished wish,
Never going to sink in foolish
Thing.
I am going to fly wherever I want,
All over the world I am going to

Roam.

Time Table
My mom scolds me all day,
She asks me what to do every day,
I reply her in the most casual way
I play, play and play.
And then she starts with her daily course.
She tells me to make some notes
This Photo by Unknown Author is licensed under CC BY-SA
And then she comes up with a perfect plan
She asks me to make a timetable if I can
I had a lot of happiness to hold,
As I was saved with tons of scold
I replied with an exciting yes,
I didn’t know it will become a mess
At last when I had a timetable
I thought I would be stable
This Photo by Unknown Author is licensed under CC BY-SA
But on the third I was tired
And the Time-Table was fired
I came back to my play days
And will never live that way.
Saksham Kuckreja
7A

HAPPINESS
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Happiness is such a joy
When you feel happy
Your heart sings and dances with joy
The world seems to be glittery
And moves to the rhythm of joy
Every song is sung with a loud cry.
Saina Oberoi
5D
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Activities & Competitions
KINDERGARTEN

Diwali Celebration

Treasure Hunt

The KGs had conducted a Treasure Hunt for their sections to mark
the Children’s Day. The children thoroughly enjoyed doing their
tasks which was followed by the class party.
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Activities & Competitions
KINDERGARTEN
The Kindergarten Children celebrated Halloween in their own
inimitable style, trying their best to frighten us, but they could only
make us smile.
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Activities & Competitions
PRIMARY WING

Handwriting Competition
An Intra Class English Handwriting Competition for classes 1- 5 was organized by
school. The objective of this competition was to encourage students to improve
their calligraphy skills. The competition was organized on an online platform.
Handwriting is an essential skill for students. It is an incredibly important
exercise for students to encourage them to develop fine motor skills and
confidence.
The winners of the competition are listed below.
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Activities & Competitions
PRIMARY WING
Diwali Celeberations

'‘It is time to remove the darkness of
ignorance within us and replace it with the
light of hope and knowledge instead.’
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GuruPurab Celebrations
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The Artists
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Laurels
Vijay got second position in the Short video compilation contest
organised by ENVIS ( Environmental Information System) WII, Ministry
of Environment, Forest & Climate Change during Wildlife Week
Celebration.

Samriddh Chand Thakur was felicitated by honorable chief
minister on 1st November all major schools were part of this
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I,Krishna Nagrani of class VII E ,St Patrick’s
academy participated in a basketball tournament
on the 8th of November at Parade
ground,lansdowne chowk.It was a three-on-three
tournament organised by Rama sports,Mumbai. We
played three matches in all in the under 14
category. We beat Shree Ram Centennial School
SRCS to play the finals against St Joseph’s A
team.Sadly we lost against them and won the
second place.This was my first basketball
tournament and a great experience for me.

Dear Budding Writers!
We want to you give wings to your imagination and write as interesting,
inspiring and incredulous compositions as you can!
The selected best two would be published in the December edition of the
Lit & Woke.
Please mail your entries to your Class Teachers by the
10 December.

Happy Writing!
’

With blessings from: Brother Saji V.J.
Editor: Mrs. Manjari Sharma
Co-Editors: Mrs. Tanu Uniyal & Mrs.Ritu Bajaj
Student Reporters: Srijna & Jeffry
Designing: Mrs. Laxmi Rawat
Photo Editor: Mrs. Rachel Clement

St.Patrick's Academy
Post Office Road, P.O. Clement Town
Dehradun 248002(Uttarakhand)
Ph: 0135-2643500
E-mail: spadehradun@gmail.com
Website: www.stpatricksdehradun.in
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